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BON DOUBLE EDGER FINISHES WALL TOPS IN ONE PASS

(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon’s Double Edger features two radius sides to finish top of walls in one pass. This edger is available in three sizes, each cuts a 3/8” radius edge on one side and a 1/8” radius cut on the other side. The double sided tool is a useful for walls, forms or curbs.

This Double Edger which was introduced in April of 2018 features Bon’s Comfort Wave handle. This patented handle has a unique arched back and finger wells providing a comfortable, secure grip.

Bon’s Double Edger is available in three sizes; 6” x 3”; 6” x 4”; 8” x 6”.

About Bon Tool Co:
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958. More than 6,000 contractor-quality hand tools are currently available. For more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at www.bontool.com.

Part #:
82-766   Bon’s Double Edger – 6” x 3”
82-767   Bon’s Double Edger – 6” x 4”
82-768   Bon’s Double Edger – 8” x 6”
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Corresponding images are available (82-768; 82-768~inuse).